HASSON, Uri, Hierarchical Active Memory, Princeton, Feb 28, 2014

This is an MBC FriSem 3:15 PM in Jordan Hall, Psych Dept at Stanford.

His abstract is below:

As we perceive and comprehend the nested information in our environment, our brains must integrate past information with present input across multiple timescales.

 For example, a word only achieves full meaning in the context of a sentence, and a sentence only achieves full meaning in the context of a passage of text. 

The capacity to actively accumulate and integrate information over multiple timescales is, therefore, crucial to the functional processes of most brain areas. However, traditional models of short term memory (STM) and working memory (WM) propose dedicated STM and WM memory modules (buffers) which are separate from the neural circuits that process incoming information.

 In this talk I will outline an alternative model, arguing that there are no dedicated buffers of working memory. In contrast the model argues that memory is a distributed property of neural circuits, and that each circuit can actively accumulate information over time as part of its information processing role. 

Moreover, in order to integrate real-life information over multiple timescales, active memory processing timescales are organized hierarchically, so that the integration window increases from early sensory areas to higher-order perceptual and cognitive areas.

 Thus, memories of the recent past are not stored in a few localized working memory buffers, but rather are hierarchically distributed throughout the nervous system.

first slide acknowledges his grad students and post-docs: 
Chris Honey did some of this work,  Janice Chen  and others...
(Chris and Janice are well known to us.)

fun fact:  he watches a movie every night!
comment:  are there that many good movies?

Here is a Real Life Story:

Jim O'Grady in this audio track tells the story  called The Moth; this is from 2008 in New York at story telling event

"So, I'm banging out my story andI know it's good and then I start to make it better by adding an element of embellishment."  (Jim recites)
(this is a humorous, evocative story with explicatives - like a comedian doing a routine.)

He plays 20 seconds of O'Grady reciting this story.

the need to process info over multiple timescales....

So, I'm banging out my story and I know it's good, and then I start to make it better....

look at all the anaphora and back references  (story,  IT's,  etc)

you have time scale of the WORDS  Banging out

sentence level timescale  to understand the entire sentence.

paragraph...

But, now look at the standard model of memory..

sensory process  comes in to  visual  or auditory areas and 
then that outputs into Working Memory and into long term = LT memory.

(and WM = working memory) is then rehearsed. etc.

BUT,  this is not the only possible model ...

eg look at Kandel model for Aplysia...there is no separate region for memory...

or look at  PDP models  (eg McClelland):  memory is not separate... it is everywhere...

he uses the term  Active Local Memory

each logical circuit has an intrinsic built in process timescale needed for its function...

(he got that term from Donald J Lewis in 1971)

as you ascend the hierarchy in brain  eg from V1 to V2  to V4 to  IT etc.

will get longer and longer processing time scales  (from  few ms  to  250 msec and longer)

TALK OUTLINE for today:

(slide  done by Erez Simony)

correlated  inter subject fuctional connectivity  (two SEPARATE SUBJECTS/ participants!)
with fMRI data on each (they watch the same movie clip)

consider their bold signal correlations (across the 2 subjects):

BOLD can come from  artifact  (non-neuronal)  (eg head motion and breathing)

vs  intrinsic  (to each participant;  eg their idiosyncratic ruminations)

or it can be stimulus (neuronal ) induced correlations...

when we look at correl btwn 2 people then the stimulus induced signal will be prominent.

eg consider artifact due to breathing... will get correlations with precuneus  BOLD signal
 (that you want to get rid of)

he shows a video clip from Marcus Raichle;  shows  DMN activity...= default mode network.

he shows the brain "at rest"  to show the areas lit up by DMN activity.

but MY DMN activity and YOURS  are NOT correlated.

he shows video clip of  5 metronomes  randomly beating (from a TED talk)
but when they are all placed on a plank suspended on top of rolling coke cans
 they sync and become phase locked .

now he shows  neural entrainment during the processing of an AV movie
  (Sherlock Holmes video clip)

movie clip of perhaps half a minute =   a total of  about 20 TRs  (TR is prob about 2 seconds) = duration of one block in the study.

can see the network that is activated ACROSS all people by the movie.

entire visual cortex; lots of parietal cortex;

audience comment:  might it be due to  breathing or head motion 
(eg a collective gasp in a dramatic moment)... they studied that... No! (not due to that)

now back to the auditory story  (The Moth  story from above)

r = 0.55  btwn subjects.  (we do not not see visual cortex) (story is auditory only)

we see Wernickes area, auditory areas;

A1  can get up to r = 0.8 ;
in this slide  everything > 0.5 is yellow 
 (Jason Yateman comments on lack of dynamic range)
(slide from Yulia Lerner)

*****************  Now on to his theory *****************

Memory is central to all neural processes...

(and  time scales increase as you ascend processing hierarchy)

how much past info affects responses at this moment in a given brain area..

see Lerner JNS 2011

present  vs  immediate past  (to understand word)  vs  coherent past to understand sentence  vs
understanding  entire paragraph  vs   entire story...

Note carefully:

he plays a SCRAMBLED version of the story... can permute this story at many different levels!

  (scramble  phonemes)

or scramble  words  or scramble  sentences  or scramble paragraphs...


areas involved with intersubject correlation grow  bigger with longer time scales
  (eg from words to entire story)

he will show that it is the INFORMATION content and NOT the absolute time duration that matters....

Herb Clark comment:  current theory is that  speakers try to
 keep info flow constant  (to avoid overwhelming listeners)

Kalanit GS comment:  why not just do this with ONE subject
  (just examine Subject's BOLD)?

his A:  we are not looking at indiv activations...
 just correlations across people...
(perhaps only can expose this effect when it is elevated above
individual noise, ie you need incr SNR provided by  inter subject correls)

R =  reverse speech  (reversing at phoneme level)

compare fwd speech and reversed speech...

should have v low correl  in A1  (which has v short memroy)
eg  a tongued syllable...  have zero overlap with the past  (as in A1)
< 1 second cuz this is fMRI with slow TR.

but if you FLIP the phonemes then the correl is restored back to 0.7 ...

unscramble each level...

Tony Norcia:  how about scrambling every 5 seconds 
 (concerned  about spurious correl induced by silences btwn sentences)
A:  he syncs to camera cuts in movies...

also has done this with  ECOG...  Chris Honey did this in Neuron 2012.

compare  FIN = fine scrambling vs  CRS = coarse scrambling  and regular  (fwd order);

he compares  response dynamics of an area with the active memory  duration
  (nice correlation btwn them)

he  speeds up The Moth story and slows it way down...
 the effect is NOT due to absolule speed of telling the story,
rather it is due to the info conveyed.

entire brain can scale up and down with speed of story telling.
 (absol speed of recitation does not matter)
he shows scaling at TPJ = tempor  parietal junction.

Jay  comment:  I would like to distinguish. difft types of info 
 (eg  phonemic similarities  vs  semantic  similarities at difft levels)

Uri gives example of brief story from Mark Twain:
  "the baby suit was never worn"  (world's shortest story)..

Herb comment:  blind people can listen to auditory stories v fast and
 with interval silences eliminated. (due to practice with tapes)

*******************

Intermediate conclusion:  Active Local Memory...

each local circuit has an intrinsic memory...

****************
now what is relationship to LT long term (inactive) memory

PDP  model, eg,  the weights are built right into the circuit that is processing WM.

but with v long time scales,  seems to be a correlation with MTL.

Jay  "  I would simply say that MTL is ENGAGED in the process
 (even, say  1 1/2 mins later )  (rather than that memory is stored there)

******************

so,  how to switch from  active to inactive memory.

(shows a clip from  Sherlock  with B Cumberbatch)

"4 serial suicides and now a note " (recites Holmes)....

work by Jance Chen..

he played about  1 minute...

they ask participants " what  do you recall from the clip.".. he plays  a woman's recall of the clip...

say move has 49 events in the clip

and free recall can get 30 events...  (I recall Holmes looking out the window, etc)

compare  encoding the movie  (while watching it)  vs  recall of it)

work by Jancie Chen (in prep)

get a huge correlation...

**********************
how long can memory be active?

compare  people who first saw half of movie clip to people who never did  (and only saw 2nd half)


seeing  first half of clip  (minutes 1 to 3)  really helped memory of later half.



